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authoritarianism to the ideological programs of fascism, socialism, and
communism. In doing so, they shaped the grand narratives upon which
so much of Europe's fractious present now rests. Muslims and the
Making of Modern Europe offers a striking new account of the history of
citizenship and nation-building, the emergence of minority rights, and
the character of secularism.
Building Corporate Soul - Ralf Specht 2022-02-22
To succeed, the business of the future must have soul. Building
Corporate Soul answers the most pressing questions for leaders today:
How do I build and sustain a human-centric performance culture? At a
time when 10,000 baby boomers retire every day, 79% of employees quit
their jobs because they don't feel appreciated at their workplace, and
69% of millennials see a lack of potential for leadership development in
their companies, Building Corporate Soul sets out to transform the
performance and value of organizations—and to make soulless
companies a thing of the past. Ralf Specht’s unique framework, The Soul
System™, aligns value-creating employee behaviors with corporate
strategy through shared understanding and shared purpose. Based on
the latest research and real-life cases, this actionable framework shows
how to build a culture at the workplace that is both human centric and
success driven. Specht proves that leadership behaviors that build soul

Muslims and the Making of Modern Europe - Emily Greble
2021-09-03
Muslims and the Making of Modern Europe shows that Muslims were
citizens of modern Europe from its beginning and, in the process,
rethinks Europe itself. Muslims are neither newcomers nor outsiders in
Europe. In the twentieth century, they have been central to the
continent's political development and the evolution of its traditions of
equality and law. From 1878 into the period following World War II, over
a million Ottoman Muslims became citizens of new European states. In
Muslims and the Making of Modern Europe, Emily Greble follows the
fortunes and misfortunes of several generations of these indigenous men,
women and children; merchants, peasants, and landowners; muftis and
preachers; teachers and students; believers and non-believers from
seaside port towns on the shores of the Adriatic to mountainous villages
in the Balkans. Drawing on a wide range of archives from government
ministries in state capitals to madrasas in provincial towns, Greble
uncovers Muslims' negotiations with state authorities--over the
boundaries of Islamic law, the nature of religious freedom, and the
meaning of minority rights. She shows how their story is Europe's story:
Muslims navigated the continent's turbulent passage from imperial order
through the interwar political experiments of liberal democracy and
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are synonymous with the behaviors that build success. His performance
ranking, The Soul Index, confirms that companies that operate within
this framework outperform their peers by a factor of 2.6 compared with
Dow Jones over 5 years. Building Corporate Soul helps leaders at every
level move beyond their current thinking and create an environment in
which business goals are well understood and corporations walk their
talk. Both this shared understanding and the subsequent shared behavior
are critical to turn a company´s purpose into a real means to an end:
superior success and a truly motivated workforce that is proud of its role
inside the organization and of its impact on the local community and
society overall. You'll see how companies of all sizes (startups and legacy
corporations) have made this happen. You'll also learn how every leader,
no matter the industry, can ignite (or re-ignite) the corporate soul in
their firm. Ralf Specht is a visionary business leader and creator of the
Soul System™, a framework that aligns value-creating employee action
with broader corporate strategy through shared understanding and
shared purpose. As a founding partner of Spark44, he was the architect
of an innovative, industry-first joint venture with Jaguar Land Rover,
which grew under his leadership to a global revenue of $100+m and
1,200 employees before it joined forces with Accenture Interactive in
2021. Previously, he consulted with global companies and brands for
more than two decades with McCann Erickson. Besides Building
Corporate Soul: Powering Culture & Success with the Soul System™, he
is the author of the forthcoming book Beyond the Startup: Sparking
Operational Innovations for Global Growth.
The Innovator’s Dictionary - Christian Buchholz 2020-10-12
More and more people have to organize or moderate innovation
processes, creative workshops and design thinking projects and need
help when choosing appropriate tools. At the same time, the number of
available methods has virtually exploded in recent years – making it
difficult to find the most appropriate method. This book presents 555 of
the most important innovation methods and tools, selected and curated
by experienced innovation professionals. A step-by-step explanation for
each method allows for easy implementation in your own team meeting
wohnungs-und-teileigentum-ausbildungsreihe-fur-no

or workshop. Further information on each method, such as method
results, experience insights, required innovation skills and numerous
illustrations help the reader to select the right instrument and adapt it to
their respective goal. Whether you are a beginner or a professional, the
book will help you to select methods quickly and safely. Innovation
managers and everyone responsible for projects and products will find
invaluable help for their work in this dictionary. It also offers a Design
Thinking reference for all methods as well as a free online method search
with various search paths.
City Making - Gerald E. Frug 2001-02-20
American metropolitan areas today are divided into neighborhoods of
privilege and poverty, often along lines of ethnicity and race. City
residents traveling through these neighborhoods move from feeling at
home to feeling like tourists to feeling so out of place they fear for their
security. As Gerald Frug shows, this divided and inhospitable urban
landscape is not simply the result of individual choices about where to
live or start a business. It is the product of government policies--and, in
particular, the policies embedded in legal rules. A Harvard law professor
and leading expert on urban affairs, Frug presents the first-ever analysis
of how legal rules shape modern cities and outlines a set of alternatives
to bring down the walls that now keep city dwellers apart. Frug begins
by describing how American law treats cities as subdivisions of states
and shows how this arrangement has encouraged the separation of
metropolitan residents into different, sometimes hostile groups. He
explains in clear, accessible language the divisive impact of rules about
zoning, redevelopment, land use, and the organization of such city
services as education and policing. He pays special attention to the
underlying role of anxiety about strangers, the widespread desire for
good schools, and the pervasive fear of crime. Ultimately, Frug calls for
replacing the current legal definition of cities with an alternative based
on what he calls "community building"--an alternative that gives cities
within the same metropolitan region incentives to forge closer links with
each other. An incisive study of the legal roots of today's urban problems,
City Making is also an optimistic and compelling blueprint for enabling
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American cities once again to embrace their historic role of helping
people reach an accommodation with those who live in the same
geographic area, no matter how dissimilar they are.
This Is Service Design Doing - Marc Stickdorn 2018-01-02
How can you establish a customer-centric culture in an organization?
This is the first comprehensive book on how to actually do service design
to improve the quality and the interaction between service providers and
customers. You’ll learn specific facilitation guidelines on how to run
workshops, perform all of the main service design methods, implement
concepts in reality, and embed service design successfully in an
organization. Great customer experience needs a common language
across disciplines to break down silos within an organization. This book
provides a consistent model for accomplishing this and offers hands-on
descriptions of every single step, tool, and method used. You’ll be able to
focus on your customers and iteratively improve their experience. Move
from theory to practice and build sustainable business success.
In Defense of Housing - Peter Marcuse 2016-08-16
In every major city in the world there is a housing crisis. How did this
happen and what can we do about it? Everyone needs and deserves
housing. But today our homes are being transformed into commodities,
making the inequalities of the city ever more acute. Profit has become
more important than social need. The poor are forced to pay more for
worse housing. Communities are faced with the violence of displacement
and gentrification. And the benefits of decent housing are only available
for those who can afford it. In Defense of Housing is the definitive
statement on this crisis from leading urban planner Peter Marcuse and
sociologist David Madden. They look at the causes and consequences of
the housing problem and detail the need for progressive alternatives. The
housing crisis cannot be solved by minor policy shifts, they argue.
Rather, the housing crisis has deep political and economic roots—and
therefore requires a radical response.
Women in Architecture - Ursula Schwitalla 2021-02-08
Key works by today's leading female architects, with reflections on their
craft and design ethos Despite the number of women who have shaped
wohnungs-und-teileigentum-ausbildungsreihe-fur-no

the discipline, female architects still frequently struggle to receive the
recognition their work deserves. This volume serves as a manifesto for
the great achievements of contemporary female architects the world
over, paying tribute to their experiences as artists and designers as well
as women in a male-dominated field. Women in Architectureprofiles 36
architects working today, detailing their personal creative philosophies
through examples of their projects. In addition to its examination of the
current state of architecture, this volume also explores works by a
number of women who served as pioneering figures of the craft, seeking
to expose and eventually dismantle the structural discrimination against
women architects both inside and outside of the field. Featured
architects include: Mona Bayr, Odile Decq, Elke Delugan-Meissl, Julie
Eizenberg, Manuelle Gautrand, Annette Gigon, Silvia Gmür, Cristina
Guedes, Melkan Gürsel, Itsuko Hasegawa, Anna Heringer, Fabienne
Hoelzel, Helle Juul, Karla Kowalski, Anupama Kundoo, Anne Lacaton,
Regine Leibinger, Dorte Mandrup, Rozana Montiel, Kathrin Moore,
Farshid Moussavi, Carme Pinós, Nili Portugali, Paula Santos, Kazuyo
Sejima, Annabelle Selldorf, Pavitra Sriprakash, Siv Helene Stangeland,
Brigitte Sunder-Plassmann, Lene Tranberg, Billie Tsien, Elisa Valero,
Natalie de Vries, Andrea Wandel, Helena Weber and Lu Wenyu.
IMPACT Presenting - Eric E Molin Mba 2020-02-18
Do you hate giving presentations and wish you could look forward to
them instead? Are you looking for ways to get your message across in an
original and engaging way? Are you tired of saying "OK, next slide..." and
want a "wow!" factor instead? Offering a fresh and modern approach to
public speaking and presentations this book shows you how to, in 4 easy
steps: Overcome nervousness and be more confident on stage, prepare
more efficiently, use your slides more effectively, and get audience
engagement, buy-in, and action!'Impact Presenting' is an original system
for better presentations and public speaking. With fresh ideas, real-life
case studies, practical examples, and external links to a multimedia User
Experience of videos, in-depth articles and studies, and more, this is not
the usual public speaking book!
An Angel at My Table - Janet Frame 2016-12-01
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The autobiography of New Zealand's most significant writer New
Zealand's preeminent writer Janet Frame brings the skill of an
extraordinary novelist and poet to these vivid and haunting recollections,
gathered here for the first time in a single volume. From a childhood and
adolescence spent in a poor but intellectually intense railway family,
through life as a student, and years of incarceration in mental hospitals,
eventually followed by her entry into the saving world of writers and the
"Mirror City" that sustains them, we are given not only a record of the
events of a life, but also "the transformation of ordinary facts and ideas
into a shining palace of mirrors." Frame's journey of self–discovery, from
New Zealand to London, to Paris and Barcelona, and then home again, is
a heartfelt and courageous account of a writer's beginnings as well as
one woman's personal struggle to survive. This book contains selections
from the long out–of–print collection entitled Janet Frame: An
Autobiography (George Brazillier, 1991), which itself was originally
published in three volumes: To the Is–land, An Angel at My Table, and
The Envoy from Mirror City.
Green Roof Plants - Edmund C. Snodgrass 2006-10-15
A guide for architects, landscape designers, engineers, environmentalists
and eco-aware gardeners, this text contains photographs and information
for more than 200 species and cultivars of plants, including data on
moisture needs, heat tolerance, hardiness, bloom color, foliage
characteristics, and height.
Critical Psychology - Dennis Fox 1997-05-05
This broad-ranging introduction to the diverse strands of critical
psychology explores the history, practice and values of psychology,
scrutinises a wide range of sub-disciplines, and sets out the major
theoretical frameworks.
Singer: The Complete Photo Guide to Sewing, 3rd Edition - Nancy
Langdon 2017-11-21
With updated photography and techniques, this is the definitive guide to
all things sewing, whether you're working with garments or decor
REACH - Dieter Drohmann 2013-09-30
The Council Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 concerning the Registration,
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Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) has
been described as the 'most complex piece of legislation in EU history'.
Entering into force on 1 June 2007, the Regulation constitutes the basic
law for any business involved in chemical substances in the European
Union. It is meant to improve the protection of human health and the
environment, as well as the enhancement of innovation and
competitiveness of the chemical industry in the EU. In accordance with
the REACH Regulation importers and manufacturers are required to
gather information on the properties of their chemical substances and to
register the information in a central database operated by the European
Chemicals Agency (ECHA) based in Helsinki. This handbook covers all
the relevant issues from initial registration of chemical substances to the
final enforcement of the obligations under the Regulation.
How to Simplify Your Life - Werner Tiki Kustenmacher 2004-03-23
Practical wisdom on work, money, health, and relationships The
international bestseller How to Simplify Your Life offers concrete advice
on achieving happiness in a time of economic contraction and
uncertainty. The book explains, in seven steps, how to get rid of
unnecessary stuff and unload the burdens of modern life--and points the
way back to what we know is important but have forgotten. By following
the path outlined in the book, readers will learn to organize their time
(and their desks), change the way they think about money, improve their
health and relationships, and find meaning in their lives. The book shows
readers how to: Eliminate chaos in the workplace Cut back on activities
and slow down Get rid of money hang-ups and get out of debt Balance
private life with career life Make room for relationships
Against White Feminism: Notes on Disruption - Rafia Zakaria 2021-08-17
A radically inclusive, intersectional, and transnational approach to the
fight for women’s rights. Upper-middle-class white women have long
been heralded as “experts” on feminism. They have presided over
multinational feminist organizations and written much of what we
consider the feminist canon, espousing sexual liberation and satisfaction,
LGBTQ inclusion, and racial solidarity, all while branding the language of
the movement itself in whiteness and speaking over Black and Brown
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women in an effort to uphold privilege and perceived cultural superiority.
An American Muslim woman, attorney, and political philosopher, Rafia
Zakaria champions a reconstruction of feminism in Against White
Feminism, centering women of color in this transformative overview and
counter-manifesto to white feminism’s global, long-standing affinity with
colonial, patriarchal, and white supremacist ideals. Covering such
ground as the legacy of the British feminist imperialist savior complex
and “the colonial thesis that all reform comes from the West” to the
condescension of the white feminist–led “aid industrial complex” and the
conflation of sexual liberation as the “sum total of empowerment,”
Zakaria follows in the tradition of intersectional feminist forebears
Kimberlé Crenshaw, Adrienne Rich, and Audre Lorde. Zakaria ultimately
refutes and reimagines the apolitical aspirations of white feminist
empowerment in this staggering, radical critique, with Black and Brown
feminist thought at the forefront.
Schneider + Schumacher - Peter Cachola Schmal 2011
One of Germany's leading architectural firms, schneider+schumacher
has created an impressive portfolio of buildings, as can be seen in this
book, which gives an in-depth overview of their projects, including ones
that have not been completed yet. One of Germany's leading
architectural firms, schneider+schumacher has created an impressive
portfolio of buildings, as can be seen in this book, which gives an indepth overview of their projects, including ones that have not been
completed yet. schneider+schumacher rose to international fame
through the design of the red "info box" at Potsdamer Platz in Berlin, for
years the symbol of the reunified city. Since then the architects have
executed numerous spectacular projects. Their buildings adapt well to
their surroundings while retaining their own identity. This monograph
includes texts, sketches and photographs, and covers recent projects
such as the Silvertower and the new Stadel Museum in Frankfurt am
Main."
The Man Outside - Wolfgang Borchert 1971
Collection of short stories and a one-act play.
Building Sustainable Communities - Mike Raco 2007-01-10
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In 2003 the Labour Government published its ambitious Sustainable
Communities Plan. It promised to bring about a 'step change' in the
English planning system and a new emphasis on the construction of more
balanced, cohesive, and competitive places. This book uses historical and
contemporary materials to document the ways in which policy-makers, in
different eras, have sought to use state powers and regulations to create
better, more balanced, and sustainable communities and citizens. It
charts the changes that have take place in community-building policy
frameworks, place imaginations, and core spatial policy initiatives in the
UK since 1945. In so doing, it examines the tensions that have emerged
within spatial policy over the types of places that should be created and
the forms of mobility and fixity required to create them. It also shows
that there are significant lessons that can be learnt from the experiences
of the past. These can be used to inform contemporary policy debates
over issues such as migration, uneven development, key worker housing,
and sustainability. The book will be an important text for students and
researchers in geography, urban studies, planning, and modern social
history. It will also be of interest to practitioners working in central and
local government, voluntary organisations, community groups, and those
involved in the planning and design of sustainable communities.
Sewing Clothes Kids Love - Nancy Langdon 2010-02
A collection of patterns for making kids' clothes utilizes a variety of
fabric styles and decorative embellishment—including embroidery,
patchwork and trims--with variations for long and short hemlines and
sleeves, various necklines and adjustable lengths and ranging in size
from 18 months to kid's size 12.
This is Service Design Thinking - Marc Stickdorn 2012
This book, assembled to describe and illustrate the emerging field of
service design, was brought together using exactly the same co-creative
and user-centred approaches you can read and learn about inside. The
boundaries between products and services are blurring and it is time for
a different way of thinking: this is service design thinking. A set of 23
international authors and even more online contributors from the global
service design community invested their knowledge, experience and
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passion together to create this book. It introduces service design
thinking in manner accessible to beginners and students, it broadens the
knowledge and can act as a resource for experienced design
professionals.
Composite Structures according to Eurocode 4 - Darko Dujmovic
2015-04-20
The use of composite structures in construction is increasing. The
optimized combination of the two materials concrete and steel produces
particularly cost-efficient structures. This book presents a large number
of numerical examples with detailed explanations of the provisions of
Eurocode 4. It deals with the most common structural components in
building construction: beams, columns and slabs. Furthermore,
comprehensive chapters provide insight into the topics of creep and
shrinkage, as well as fatigue. This book enables the reader to efficiently
perform analyses of composite structures. It is a valuable reference book
for professionals as well as an outstanding means for students to become
familiar with the Eurocode 4.
Home Staging - Barb Schwarz 2015-02-25
The way you live in a home and the way you sell it are twodifferent
things. That's the premise of Staging*, a concept thatteaches you to look
at your home through a buyer's eyes and makeadjustments to improve its
appeal and value. In any real estate market, Staged homes sell faster or
sell formore money--or both. With Home Staging, you'll learn how to play
upyour home's strong points and improve its presentation. Byrearranging
furniture, trimming overgrown bushes, painting a room,and clearing out
the clutter, Home Staging will help you spotlightyour property for a fast,
profitable sale. Filled with organizing tips and checklists, plus beforeand-Stagedphotographs that dramatically show how Staging can
transform yourhome inside and out, Home Staging has all the answers
you'll needwhen looking to increase the sale price of your home. *Staging
is a federally registered trademark of StagedHomes.com
In & Out of Amsterdam - Christophe Cherix 2009
During the 1960s & 1970s, Amsterdam was a nexus of intense art
activities, drawing artists from all over the world. 'In & Out Of
wohnungs-und-teileigentum-ausbildungsreihe-fur-no

Amsterdam' presents more than 120 works - including works on paper,
installations, photographs & films - by artists who were part of this
remarkable creative culture.
Collection of Classical Antiquities Berlin - Andreas Scholl 2019-05-16
Twelve Alternatives to Time Out - Ariadne Brill 2014-10-25
The twelve alternatives to time out presented in this book focus on
problem solving and cooperative learning to give parents and children a
chance to address behavior while maintaining a positive, respectful and
connected relationship.Encouraging better behavior without time out is
not only possible, it is, according to the latest research on child
development and parenting practices, more effective. While children
tend to repeat misbeaviors shortly after time out, connected parenting
tools help children really learn to make better choices. This guidance
based approach to parenting and discipline is not only effective, it will
work from toddlerhood and well into the teen years.A connected
approach to discipline helps children learn the skills they need to be
successful, resilient, happy, empathetic, cooperative and well-adjusted
for life. Discover why what children do is not manipulation, learn how to
tackle “misbehaviors” and teach your child the value of cooperation and
respect. Read stories from real parents that have used connected
discipline tools to positively transform whining, screaming, defiance,
back talk, tantrums, dawdling, sibling fights and many other every day
parenting challenges. Children are quite creative when it comes to
solving problems, this book will help you foster that ability and also help
you teach your child to calm down instead of melt down. This book gives
you twelve concrete parenting tools, based on real families plus the
latest parenting and child development research so you can choose how
to best incorporate them into your own parenting practices. This book
was written by a parenting educator, with years of experience working
with children and families who is also the mother to three children.
Because the author is a busy mother herself, the book was written
purposely to be short, useful and practical, while still presenting valuable
information.
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just as precisely and comfortably as the small jewels that Vorarlberg is
famous for. The publication describes the emergence of this building:
from the influence of the water and the topography, from the
development of the cubature defined by the static structure of the
building system and the uniform conditions for all working spaces, to the
change of the office culture due to the architecture, and finally, the
integration of art in the construction.
Ukraine - Anders Aslund 2015-04-17
Ukraine has been wracked by a year of unprecedented political,
economic, and military turmoil. Russian military aggression in the east
and a legacy of destructive policies and corruption have created an
imminent existential crisis for this young democracy. Yet Ukraine also
has a great opportunity to break out of economic underperformance. In
this study, Anders Åslund, one of the world's leading experts on Ukraine,
traces Ukraine's evolution as a market economy starting with the fall of
communism and examines the economic impact of its recent difficulties.
Åslund argues that Ukraine must undertake sweeping political,
economic, social, and government reforms to achieve prosperity and
independence. For its part, the West must abandon its hesitant approach
and provide broad economic assistance to help Ukraine transform itself.
Charlotte Posenenske - Burkhard Brunn 2009
This generously illustrated volume places German sculptor Charlotte
Posenenske's groundbreaking works from the 1960s firmly within the
history of Minimalist sculpture and Conceptual art. A contemporary of
Donald Judd, Posenenske is most known for her body of spare, repetitive
forms made from industrial materials, corrugated cardboard, pressboard
and sheet metal, which she manipulated and bent for public spaces and
performative appearances. In the mid-1960s, after producing several
series of Abstract Expressionist and Constructivist paintings, Posenenske
began the body of work she is most associated with today: the infinitely
positionable and site-specific ventilation shaft-like series Square Tubes
(1967). She was featured in Documenta 12 in 2007 and her pieces are
part of numerous collections, but her work receded from the foreground
when she abandoned sculpture in 1968, feeling that art did not have

Lonely Planet Chicago - Lonely Planet 2017-02-01
Lonely Planet Chicago is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date
advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you.
Admire Chicago's architecture on a river tour; visit the Art Institute of
Chicago, or see a show at one of the city's 200 theaters; all with your
trusted travel companion.
The Tiger Prince - Chen Jiang Hong 2018-10-23
A magnificently illustrated Chinese folklore tale about a tigress, a seer, a
King, and the prince, who must leave his family and learn the ways of the
tigers so that the war between man and animal can end. Deep in the
Great Forest, a tigress is mourning the death of her tiger babies who
have been killed by hunters. Seeking revenge, she attacks the villages,
destroying houses and prompting the king to gather his army. But a seer
named Lao Lao warns the king that if he angers the tigress further she
will destroy the kingdom. Lao Lao counsels the king to give his own son
to the tigress and promises that no harm will come to the boy. The next
morning, the king brings the prince to the edge of the Great Forest and
tells him, “Now you must go on alone.” To end the war between man and
animal, the prince must forget his human ways and begin to learn what
tigers know. The Tiger Prince was inspired by The Tigress, a late Shang
dynasty bronze vessel in the Cernuschi Museum in Paris depicting a
scene from the Chinese folktale of a baby raised by a tigress.
Hermann Kaufmann IZM - Marko Sauer 2015-03
The evolution of the largest wood-hybrid construction to date The federal
state of Vorarlberg holds a distinguished position in wooden
construction. The sole renewable building material has given rise to an
active and innovative scene here, where tradespeople, planners and
industrial enterprises build upon their possibilities and develop their
field together. In this dynamic environment, Hermann Kaufmann is one
of the key protagonists and has been working with his team to push the
material to its limits for decades. In regards to its size and industrial
manufacturing, the Illwerke Zentrum Montafon has successfully made a
quantum leap in wooden construction. The approximately 10,000m2
administration centre sets high standards in prefabrication - and is built
wohnungs-und-teileigentum-ausbildungsreihe-fur-no
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sufficient political impact. Posenenske died in 1985; this monograph
secures her legacy.
Cisco Software-Defined Access - Srilatha Vemula 2020-08-12
Direct from Cisco, this comprehensive book guides networking
professionals through all aspects of planning, implementing, and
operating Cisco Software Defined Access, helping them use intent-based
networking, SD-Access, Cisco ISE, and Cisco DNA Center to harden
campus network security and simplify its management. Drawing on their
unsurpassed experience architecting SD-Access solutions and training
technical professionals inside and outside Cisco, the authors cover all
facets of the product: its relevance, value, and use cases; its components
and inner workings; planning and deployment; and day-to-day
administration, support, and troubleshooting. Case studies demonstrate
the use of Cisco SD-Access components to address Secure Segmentation,
Plug and Play, Software Image Management (SWIM), Host Mobility, and
more. Building on core concepts and techniques, the authors present full
chapters on advanced SD-Access and Cisco DNA Center topics, as well as
detailed coverage of fabric assurance.
Retracing Political Dimensions - Oliver Grau 2020-11-23
At the beginning of the 21st century, new forms and dynamics of
interplay are constituted at the interfaces of media, art and politics.
Current challenges in society and ecology, like climate, surveillance,
virtualization of the global financial markets, are characterized by hybrid
and subtle technologies. They are ubiquitous, turn out to be increasingly
complex and act invasively. New media art utilizes its broad range of
expression in order to tackle the most urgent topics through multisensorial, participatory, and activist approaches. This volume shows how
media artists address, with a political lens, the core of these
developments critically and productively. With contributions by Elisa
Arca, Andrés Burbano, Derek Curry, Yael Eylat Van Essen, Mathias
Fuchs, Jennifer Gradecki, Sabine Himmelsbach, Ingrid Hoelzl, Katja
Kwastek, José-Carlos Mariátegui, Gerald Nestler, Randall Packer, Viola
Rühse, Chris Salter.
CoHousing Inclusive - Michael LaFond 2017
wohnungs-und-teileigentum-ausbildungsreihe-fur-no

Experimental dwelling forms-CoHousing Cultures-are entering the
mainstream. But to what extent are they accessible and affordable for all,
including people with more or less money, with or without refugee
experience, with or without disabilities? Community- led housing
initiatives are already developing diverse, sustainable neighborhoods,
driven by civil society and increasingly supported by foundations,
cooperatives and municipalities as well as housing companies and
developers. This book contains critical reviews of model projects
representing a multifaceted European movement, complemented with
photos and drawings. Short texts argue how political and financial
conditions can be improved to better realize community housing. Finally,
a range of voices offer unconventional and promising strategies.
Living in a Material World - Trevor Pinch 2008
This book draws on the tools of science and technology studies and
economic sociology to reconceptualize the intersection of economy and
technology, suggesting materiality - the idea that social existence
involves not only actors and social relations but also objects - as the
theoretical point of convergence.
Perspectives on Digital Humanism - Hannes Werthner 2021-11-23
This open access book aims to set an agenda for research and action in
the field of Digital Humanism through short essays written by selected
thinkers from a variety of disciplines, including computer science,
philosophy, education, law, economics, history, anthropology, political
science, and sociology. This initiative emerged from the Vienna
Manifesto on Digital Humanism and the associated lecture series. Digital
Humanism deals with the complex relationships between people and
machines in digital times. It acknowledges the potential of information
technology. At the same time, it points to societal threats such as privacy
violations and ethical concerns around artificial intelligence, automation
and loss of jobs, ongoing monopolization on the Web, and sovereignty.
Digital Humanism aims to address these topics with a sense of urgency
but with a constructive mindset. The book argues for a Digital Humanism
that analyses and, most importantly, influences the complex interplay of
technology and humankind toward a better society and life while fully
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respecting universal human rights. It is a call to shaping technologies in
accordance with human values and needs.
Beyond Transition - Ben Slay 2017-11-30
The post-communist Central European and Baltic economies are now
approaching the end of their transitions to well-functioning market
systems. In some respects, the approaching EU accession and conclusion
of the transition marks the end of a fascinating period in economic
history. Beyond Transition focuses on the economic problems and issues
facing Central Europe and the Baltics, the Balkans, and countries
belonging to the Commonwealth for Independent States (CIS) in the
post-transition context. This focus reflects the need to better understand
two processes that are increasingly apparent in the post-communist
economic space. First, many of the problems now facing policy makers in
post-communist economies - choice of exchange rate regime, tax reform,
labour market regulation, improving corporate governance - also face
policy makers in developed and developing countries in other parts of the
world. Second, the EU's eastern enlargement and the policy agendas
facing the first wave accession candidates have major implications for
the CIS and Balkan countries that have not been (and may never be)
invited to join this process.
Blues in Black and White - May Ayim 2003

photographs, her jewellery, her pill boxes, Amira and the staff are
convinced it's just Afrah's imagination, it's just her memory. But Afrah
knows Ravenswood Lodge isn't a safe place. Could it have something to
do with the past? She remembers newspaper clippings, hazy images of a
fire years ago, a memory she's spent years forgetting and now she just
wants to remember. Someone wants her gone. But first, she needs to
convince Amira of the truth. The compelling, heartbreaking debut novel
by Farah Cook, about mothers and daughters, and secrets that are never
really forgotten . . . Elizabeth is Missing meets I Let You Go in this pageturning psychological suspense novel from debut author Farah Cook.
Perfect for fans of Clare Mackintosh and K L Slater. Real readers have
been gripped by Care for Me: 'This story just sucked me right in. It
wasn't just the interesting plot but the lovely writing style itself . . . Such
a wonderful twist read about the past and the truth finally coming to
light' 'Nothing is quite as it seems in this slowly chilling, heart wrenching
suspense' 'An absorbing read' 'Best novel you'll read this year'
Dividuations - Michaela Ott 2018-02-16
This book offers an epistemological critique of the concept of the
individual and of individuality. It argues that because of our
bio(techno)logical entanglements with non-human others, billions of
microorganisms and our multiple (in)voluntary participations in
socio(techno)logical processes, we have to conceive of ourselves no
longer as individuals, but as dividuations. This dividual character which
enforces simultaneous and multidirectional participations in different
spheres is also apt for other living beings, for entities such as the nation
state, for single cultures, production processes and works of art. The
critique of individuality in the book is also elaborated in critical rereadings of classical philosophical texts from Plato up to today; the new
concept of dividuation is a modified and semantically enriched version of
certain concepts of the French philosophers Gilbert Simondon and Gilles
Deleuze.

The Object Sculpture - Penelope Curtis 2002
Care For Me - Farah Cook 2021-09-30
When Amira takes her mother Afrah to Ravenswood Lodge Care Home,
she thinks they will both be safe. But the past is just around the corner . .
. Amira is struggling to look after her mother, Afrah. So when they arrive
at Ravenswood Lodge Care Home, beautiful and imposing against the
background of the Scottish Highlands, she hopes it is the right decision
for them both. But soon Afrah insists her belongings are being stolen, her
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